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Three People Who Just Won’t Listen 
 

Every Saturday afternoon Dorothy takes the kids to visit her in-laws. They chat for a while, 

and then she has a few blissful hours to shop or catch up on housework. She appreciates the 

peace and quiet … until dinner time, when all hell breaks loose. 

Countless times she’s wondered why, after an afternoon of running and playing, the kids 

still have so much energy. Why do they need a release when they’ve just had one? 

She called it their “Saturday Night Fever.” Then one Saturday she stayed to chat with her 

in-laws a bit longer. The five-year-old asked, “Grammy, can I have some sweeties?” “Of 

course, my darling!” came the answer. When Dorothy saw the size of the candy bowl, she 

instantly understood her Saturday night problem. It wasn’t a fever – it was a sugar high! Her 

children were hyperactive from consuming sugar all afternoon. 

She approached her mother-in-law, sharing the effects that all this sugar was having on 

her grandchildren. She reminded her of the limits that she and her husband placed on candy 

and soft drinks. Dorothy was shocked by the response: “They’re just being children; they’ll 

calm down when they’re ready.” She concluded by telling her that she was overreacting. 
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A friend of Rita’s greatly respects her understanding of psychology and human nature – so 

much so that whenever she encounters someone with a mental or emotional problem (lack 

of confidence, trouble sleeping, even relationship issues), she volunteers Rita’s services. So 

far no one has asked for her help, but Rita still feels uncomfortable. She has told her friend 

not to volunteer her assistance, but she doesn’t take her seriously. “Don’t worry,” she says. 

“It’s just my way of letting them know how good you are. No one will take the offer seriously.” 

One of the managers at Tiffany’s office keeps making inappropriate remarks. Every Friday 

he asks about her weekend plans, making comments that are loaded with sexual innuendo. 

She has approached him privately and asked him to stop, but he just laughs off her 

discomfort, telling her she can’t take a joke. She feels embarrassed and doesn’t know what 

to do. 

These situations have at least two things in common: 

1. Someone’s rights are being violated; and 

2. That “someone” has the power to change things – and doesn’t even know it. 

Let’s start at the beginning…. 
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A right is something that you are simply entitled to. It does not require negotiation. You 

may need to remind others of your rights, but you do not need their permission to assert or 

protect them. You are entitled to them regardless of the actions or desires of those around 

you. 

In the previous examples, Dorothy has the right to limit the amount of sugar her children 

consume. She’s their mother, and she’s the one who has to deal with their hyperactivity. Rita 

has the right to insist that her time and effort not be volunteered without her consent. And 

Tiffany has the right to be treated with respect at the office. In all three situations, someone’s 

rights are being ignored. But they are still rights. When we’re being treated unfairly, we don’t 

need the other person’s agreement or understanding in order to see that – or to put a stop 

to it. 

Dorothy may feel like a victim when the kids start running and screaming, but she’s not. 

Yes, her power is limited at that moment. Her children have eaten too many sweets; nothing 

will undo that. But she has plenty of power over the future, as long as she and her husband 

Brian are on the same page. 
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In situations like these, we have a number of options; which one(s) we pursue will depend 

on the relationships involved. Brian may be able to get through to his mother when Dorothy 

cannot. Asking him to speak to her might be a good next step. If that doesn’t succeed, or if 

it’s not the right approach, then it may be time to put a firm boundary in place. Sending their 

children to someone who allows them to overdose on sugar is a choice, one that they can 

change at any time. 

If Dorothy and Brian don’t agree on what’s best for their children, they must solve this 

problem before they can move forward with his mother.  

 

Consequences: The Power Lies in Your Plan B 

Let’s assume that Dorothy and her husband Brian are in agreement: no more “Saturday 

Night Fever.” What if Brian’s mother refuses to honor their wishes? What if she promises to 

limit the sugar but doesn’t keep her word? When someone understands your boundary but 

refuses to respect it, playing nice just won’t get the job done. You need a strong “Plan B.” In 

this case, it might make sense to keep the children away from their grandmother for a while. 

Of course, she’ll try every trick in the book to get them to change their minds. But if it’s 
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important enough, they’ll stick to their decision. Then she’ll think twice before ignoring their 

rights as parents. Meaningful consequences transform an easily ignored request into a 

boundary with teeth. 

When the time comes for the kids to visit their grandparents, Dorothy may decide to bring 

along some healthy treats for them. That way her mother-in-law can still feel like a 

grandmother, indulging her grandchildren with their favorite yummies. Of course, if she’d 

tried that in the first place, all of that unpleasantness might have been avoided. Or not. Some 

people are open to compromise; others need to learn the hard way. You need an effective 

“Plan B” for that second group. 

With respect to sexual harassment and other inappropriate behavior at the office, our 

power lies in authority and social agreement – backed by consequences. As long as we live in 

a society (and work in an office) where there’s a steep price for this behavior, we have power. 

If that manager refuses to respect Tiffany’s boundary, she can take the issue to her boss or 

the human resources department. And if that doesn’t work, she has the power to take it even 

further and file a lawsuit. 
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Before doing any of this, she could consider a much stronger response to the next Friday-

afternoon innuendo: 

Kevin, I’ve asked you more than once to stop talking to me that way. I’ve made a copy of 

the company’s sexual harassment policy for you, so that you can see where management 

stands on this.  

Saying this publicly is confrontational – and the consequences could be severe. An email 

would be less public, less likely to provoke retaliation, and possibly just as effective. A note 

specifying what he’s said that she finds offensive and a reminder that she’s asked him to stop 

might get his attention. Attaching the company’s sexual harassment policy would let him 

know that she’s serious. It doesn’t take a genius to realize that her next step could be a formal 

complaint. It’s likely that the implied threat will motivate him to respect her rights. She may 

not need to take it any further. And if she does, the email will provide important 

documentation. 

In a company that insists on respect, you usually have all the power you need. If you find 

yourself in a place where people’s rights are routinely disregarded, then find a job 
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somewhere else (and file a lawsuit, if that’s what’s right for you). Respect yourself enough to 

leave a negative environment. You deserve better. 

Rita, whose friend keeps recommending her as a free therapist, also has more power than 

she thinks she does. The next time Valerie volunteers her services, she might decide to 

confront her behavior head-on:  

Valerie, I’ve asked you time after time to stop telling people I can solve their problems. I 

can’t. Now please stop.  

That should make her position clear. Valerie should understand that Rita’s had enough 

now – and that continuing to offer her services has consequences: embarrassment. The 

problem will be solved, but at what cost? Rita will probably find this confrontation 

uncomfortable, and Valerie’s feelings may be hurt. I would reserve this approach for people 

who don’t care about you (and situations that are more serious than Rita’s). With these 

people, being direct – and being prepared to take action – may be the only way to get your 

needs met. 
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A Gentler Approach 

As we’ve seen, the direct approach is often needed. But Rita has other, less confrontational 

options to consider. The next time the conversation heads toward her skill as an amateur 

therapist, she can change the subject. If that fails, she might say something milder to make 

her position clear: 

Valerie exaggerates. We’re good friends; I just know her well. 

Valerie is too kind. The last thing I want is more problems to deal with! (said with a smile) 

I’m actually not that good. Solving my own problems is hard enough! 

If Valerie continues, she can gently but firmly ask her to stop. If that fails, Rita can just shake 

her head and smile. And in the unlikely event that someone asks her to play therapist, she 

can set her boundary then: 

Valerie really was exaggerating. I can’t help you. 

So Rita has more choices than you might think. This example illustrates an important point: 

Sometimes we think we need to set a firm boundary when all we really need is a good 

response. Think ahead. What can you say that will honor the other while still making your 

boundary clear? Sometimes the relationship is more important than the boundary.  
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Now that you understand some of your options, let’s look at how to set a boundary – and 

stick to it – when someone is trying to manipulate you. We’ll start with that “Saturday Night 

Fever” example. 

Dorothy suddenly realizes that her children are coming home with a serious sugar high. 

She takes her mother-in-law aside and explains; the response leaves her dumbstruck. She 

spends the next ten minutes explaining the evils of sugar, but to no avail. What’s going on 

here? Why won’t her mother-in-law listen to reason? She’s cited doctors and studies and 

concrete examples with each of the children. What is she missing? 

It’s actually quite simple. Dorothy’s mother-in-law chooses not to see reality because it 

doesn’t suit her. She has given her grandchildren all the sugar they want for months now; 

she’s not prepared to risk her status as their “best grammy.” She’s not missing the logic of 

Dorothy’s arguments – or the fact that a parent has the right to some control over her 

children’s diets. She’s choosing to deny reality. 

Looking for her mother-in-law’s agreement was a great place to start. Everything is nicer 

when we all agree. But her response made it clear that she wasn’t going to be reasonable. 

Her story is simple: there is no problem – except, of course, with Dorothy, who is just 
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frustrated because she can’t control her children’s every move. They’re energetic; you can’t 

turn them into little robots that just sit quietly and do what they’re told. “You’re 

overreacting,” she concludes with a condescending smile. 

Her fundamental tactic was to make Dorothy wrong, which led to an argument. Dorothy 

defended her position admirably, using both facts from experts and personal experience. Her 

mother-in-law continued the attack. Eventually Dorothy stormed out, exasperated. Nothing 

was resolved. What must she do? 

Dorothy’s first “action” must be a non-action. She must stop trying to make her mother-

in-law see the obvious. She must stop buying into the idea that she needs her to understand 

or agree. This is how she gives away her power. 

 

Defending your opinion – or yourself – distracts you from your goal. 
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Defending your opinion – or yourself – distracts you from your goal. When someone insults 

you or tells you that you’re wrong, it’s natural to want to defend yourself. Sometimes we do 

so out of anger: How can you be such a jerk? Sometimes we do it respectfully: I guess I didn’t 

explain that very well. Let me try again…. But if the other person is attacking you, or using 

other tactics that divert you from the real issue, then it’s time to bring the conversation back 

to where it belongs: your boundary. Reiterate your boundary. Be specific about how the 

other has failed to respect it, what you expect to happen next and what will happen 

otherwise. You may find this unpleasant, but it’s worth some discomfort. Accept the short-

term pain for the sake of the long-term gain. 

To see this in action, let’s take a look at 13 common tactics designed to shift your attention 

away from what matters.  
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Making you wrong: This is what happened to 

Dorothy. Children that age are energetic, that’s all. 

In other words, Dorothy is wrong. Her children 

aren’t high on sugar. There is no problem. I know 

better than you. Some people would call this 

gaslighting. 

Even when the reasoning is obviously faulty, this 

is still a powerful tactic. We all want to be right; 

that’s just the nature of the human mind. Without 

even thinking about it, we jump to the defense of 

our ideas, as if they were our very essence. If my 

idea is wrong, then something is wrong with me. Of course, we don’t consciously believe this. 

We know that we are much more than a single idea. But in the heat of the moment, we act 

as though it were the truth. 

The problem is that focusing on right and wrong takes our attention away from what 

matters. If Dorothy’s goal is to limit the sugar that her children consume, defending herself 
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will not accomplish it. She might think that it will – that once she’s made the case, her mother-

in-law will come around. But her mother-in-law won’t listen to reason on this issue. All the 

arguing in the world won’t change a thing. In her heart, Dorothy knows this is true. She just 

doesn’t want to face it. 

So keep your eyes on the prize. Instead of trying to prove that you are right, simply remind 

yourself that you have rights. Don’t be afraid to assert them. You can let others know what 

your boundaries are. (In Dorothy’s case, this means telling her mother-in-law what her 

children can and can’t have, and how much they’re allowed). And you can communicate the 

consequences of ignoring those boundaries. 

Remember, you don’t need anyone’s agreement or approval – although it’s nicer that way. 

All you need is a boundary with some teeth. 
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Downplaying your feelings: This is another 

common tactic. See if any of these remarks are 

familiar to you: 

“Why are you always so emotional?” 

“What are you so worried about? It’s no big 

deal!” 

“Get over yourself!” 

“You’re overreacting.” 

These put-downs, and others like them, are 

intended to make your feelings and your needs 

seem unimportant or exaggerated. If the boundary 

you’re setting protects something you value, then don’t let anyone convince you that it 

doesn’t matter. Stand up for what’s important to you. 

Notice that I suggested standing up for what’s important to you – not defending yourself. 

If you get caught up in the ego, you’ll lose focus. Bring the conversation back to your 

boundary. Repeat what wasn’t OK and what you want instead. Focus on the behavior, not 
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the person. If you’re dealing with someone whom you know to be unreasonable, then don’t 

explain yourself. The other will most likely argue with every one of your reasons. Simply state 

your boundary, along with the consequences of ignoring it. Let’s look at how that might play 

out in our sugar example (with Dorothy knowing she has Brian’s support): 

“You’re overreacting.” 

(Dorothy takes a deep breath, giving herself a few moments to get over the shock and 

think clearly.) It’s not OK to give the kids all that sugar. Next week I’ll bring some healthier 

treats for them. They can each have juice as well, but no soft drinks. If they come home hyper, 

I won’t bring them back here until we’ve resolved this properly. 

“Brian will never put up with that.” (Notice the challenge to Dorothy’s authority.) 

I’m the one who deals with the kids when they get home; Brian’s still playing golf. He agrees 

that it’s my call. I’ll bring some of their favorites next week, and some recipes that they love. 

But remember – if they come home all sugared out, they won’t be returning until I say they 

can. 

Here Dorothy has set the boundary, made it easy to follow and made the consequences 

clear. (Notice that she completely ignored the suggestion that she was overreacting. This is 
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usually the best approach.) Because her solution meets her mother-in-law’s needs, she will 

probably get what she wants. If not, all that’s left is to ask for a family meeting – and make 

good on her promise. Once it’s clear that she means business, the conversation should 

become more productive. 
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Insults and shaming: Our list of distractions has only 

just begun. Criticism, insults, sarcasm and 

accusations are all designed to put you on the 

defensive. The conversation has just moved from 

your boundary to a personal attack.  

This tactic succeeds because, at some level, so 

many of us buy into others’ criticisms (or at least 

some of them). We need the approval of others in 

order to feel OK about ourselves. Our self-doubt 

hurts. A lot. 

That pain distracts us. Instead of focusing on our 

boundaries, we deny the insults and accusations, or counter with some of our own. This takes 

us away from what matters and leaves us feeling angry, frustrated and confused. We stood 

up for ourselves, so why aren’t things better? 
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Defending yourself is not the same as standing up for yourself. 

 

Standing up for yourself is about protecting something important to you. Defending 

yourself is about protecting your ego. It may (or may not) make you feel better in the 

moment, but it won’t solve your problem. 

The solution to all of this is simple: Don’t allow shaming. Keep the conversation focused 

on behavior – and the consequences of continuing it. This is often easier said than done, so 

let’s look at some concrete examples. 

It’s Friday, and that manager has once again suggested that Tiffany will be meeting a 

particular customer “for drinks and whatever you two get up to afterwards.” Once again, she 

asks him to stop: 

Kevin, I’ve asked you not to talk to me that way.  

“Oh, Tiffany, you’re so touchy! You know it’s just a harmless little joke.” 
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Tiffany resists the temptation to defend herself. After all, does she really care what he 

thinks of her? And is it worth arguing over whether his “joke” is harmless? No. She keeps her 

focus where it belongs: 

You know by now that I don’t find your “little jokes” funny. I’ve asked you to stop several 

times now. So will you stop, or must I take it up with Human Resources? 

“This is crazy!! It’s a simple, little remark. It’s not my fault you can’t take a joke. You’re just 

a …” 

Interrupting: I know you think it’s nothing. But it isn’t to me. And if you do it again, I’ll have 

no choice but to file a complaint. Now, is there anything else you need from me for Tuesday’s 

meeting? 

Of course, that email described earlier is preferable. That’s the benefit of planning ahead. 

But if you find yourself being insulted for setting a reasonable boundary, remember to stay 

focused on your goal … and the consequences of ignoring it.  
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Intimidation or other fear-inducing tactics: There 

are two simple, effective ways to deal with 

intimidation: ignore it or make it clear that you’re 

not intimidated. Of course, if the threat is physical, 

safety takes precedence over setting boundaries. 

Ignoring intimidation means simply reiterating 

where you’re drawing the line and what the 

consequences will be – or putting those 

consequences in place. With people who don’t take 

you seriously, remember that actions speak louder 

than words. 

Your second option is to make it clear that the threat isn’t working. For example, let’s 

return to Friday afternoon at Tiffany’s workplace. She has just let Kevin know that she’ll file 

a complaint if he doesn’t stop harassing her. He responds with fear tactics: 

“You don’t really mean that, Tiffany. No manager would want you on a project if you were 

seen as a trouble-maker. Your career would be over.” 
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Possible responses include: 

I’ll take that chance. 

Being treated with respect is worth the risk. I won’t back down on this. 

I disagree. You’re the one whose reputation would be on the line. I hope we don’t have to 

find out who’s right. 

It may also be a good idea to walk away – immediately. If someone is trying to intimidate 

you, then there’s not much room for a reasonable discussion. Continuing the conversation 

simply allows the unpleasantness to escalate. 
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Excuses and empty apologies: Rita’s friend Jasmine 

is never on time. When they meet for lunch, she’s 

more than half an hour late. At first it seemed like 

no big deal. She was five minutes late, complaining 

of traffic or long lines at the bank or “I lost track of 

the time!” Rita smiled and labeled her a space 

cadet. 

But soon she noticed that the times were getting 

longer. Each time Jasmine would apologize, telling 

her how guilty she felt for making her wait. As 

Jasmine got later, Rita started resenting her friend.  

What’s going on here? 

There are many possible reasons for Jasmine’s behavior. She may be angry with Rita about 

something. She may be depressed. She may be taking on too much – or she may simply be a 

space cadet. Unless she’s a close friend, Rita will probably never know. The question is: How 

will she respond? 
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She has a few options. She could tell Jasmine how busy she is, and that she no longer has 

the time to wait – which will lead to another sincere apology. She could let Jasmine know 

that she has an hour for lunch, and then she’ll have to leave. 

Based on Jasmine’s pattern, this will probably lead to more excuses and apologies. But this 

is what many of us (especially women) will do: talk about the problem, communicate our 

feelings, and ask the person to change. If Jasmine does change, Rita will feel more respected 

and the relationship will continue. If not, then Rita may decide to end a relationship that 

doesn’t seem to be based on mutual respect. 

The success of the “please change for me” method depends more on the other person’s 

issues than on you or your relationship. It may work, and it may not. And if it works, the 

change may last or it may not. If Rita wants to keep the friendship, what other options does 

she have? 

She could call Jasmine when it’s time to leave. If she’s behind schedule, they could 

reschedule. Rita may find herself doing that too often – and resenting the inconvenience. 

(She definitely needs a backup plan for lunch.) Another option is to tell Jasmine that she only 
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has an hour – and stick to it, hoping that she’ll learn to take her time seriously. Success or 

failure will depend upon Jasmine’s willingness – and ability – to change. 

Another approach would be to start making appointments half an hour earlier than 

intended. Some would consider this deceptive – or too accommodating. Others would see it 

as a practical solution. How Rita chooses to respond depends upon her values and beliefs, 

including how she views honesty and how much she values the relationship. 

With more serious issues, there may be no easy solutions. For example, if someone isn’t 

pulling his weight on a project, it can affect the entire team. Excuses and apologies won’t get 

the work done. If one of the carpool moms (or dads) keeps calling on others to take over for 

her at the last minute, then the group must make a decision. If one of her children if in the 

hospital, maybe everyone will take turns on her day until the child recovers. If she’s simply 

too busy for carpooling, then it may be time to change the arrangement. Maybe there’s a 

schedule that will work for everyone. Or maybe it’s time to stop accommodating someone 

who’s literally looking for a free ride. 
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Poor Me: Do you have a friend who’s always broke? 

If you regularly lend people money or do their work 

because you feel sorry for them, I encourage you to 

consider the situation carefully before “helping” 

them again.  

Someone who’s always broke hasn’t learned how 

to live within his means – or isn’t making enough 

money to meet her needs. This person doesn’t need 

a loan or a handout; these are just Band-aids that 

encourage more bad choices. Better budgeting or a 

second job to pay off that debt would be much more 

useful. 

Before you agree to help someone, ask yourself this important question: Will this 

empower the person to get past the problem or enable the existing patterns to continue? 
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Are you empowering others 

or enabling them? 

 

 

In the moment, it’s easier to keep enabling than to provide real support. When we feel 

sorry for someone, we want to fix things. Now. It feels good to solve the immediate problem, 

and you refusing may make you feel like a bad person. But if no one deals with the underlying 

problem, that Band-aid won’t make things better for long. 

Take the time to consider the difference between enabling and supporting. If you choose 

to enable someone, be clear about your reasons. Be honest with yourself. If you choose 

supporting over enabling, being clear on the difference will help you through the challenges. 

Making choices that are aligned with your highest values can be hard. But knowing that 

they’re right for you, and ultimately good for others, can give you the strength to carry them 

out. 
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Once you’ve made your decision, how do you respond without losing a friendship? Here’s 

one option (of course, there are many others):  

You’ve been struggling financially for a while now. One more loan won’t solve the 

problem. I want to see you get past this. If I can help you with your budget, or with 

brainstorming ways to make some extra money, I’ll be glad to help. 

Some people can hear this; others cannot. If your friend isn’t ready to face reality, you may 

lose the relationship. Only you can decide what to do and when to do it. 

Some years ago, a good friend of mine was buried in debt. She was recently divorced, and 

her ex-husband had spent their money on all kinds of expensive things. Then one day he up 

and left. When the dust cleared, she was stuck with half of that debt – and a much lower 

income than his. 

My friend didn’t ask me for a loan; she asked for advice on her credit card debt. She 

continued to pay the minimum balances on most, but she put as much as she could toward 

the ones I chose (primarily the ones with the highest interest rates). I also advised her to 

close certain accounts and found her a card that offered 0% on transfers for 15 months. Her 
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debt is far less than it would have been, and she doesn’t have to deal with another loan on 

top of that. 

If I had simply loaned her some money, she would not be where she is today. Because I 

showed her how to pay her debt intelligently, her highest-interest accounts are now paid and 

closed. She’s empowered. She knows what she needs to do, and she has the discipline to do 

it. Her lifestyle has changed. She doesn’t go on expensive vacations; she doesn’t take her 

friends out to dinner the way she used to. She doesn’t buy many new clothes. But it’s worth 

it, because financial security is important to her. She looks forward to the day when she can 

spend a bit more … and begin to save for whatever is most important to her. 

I’m grateful that I could help her to get to this point. But the real work came from her. And 

that’s why she’s reaping real rewards. 
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Guilt: “Good guilt” leads to change. If I tell you that 

I’m too busy to take you to the airport, you might 

point out that you spent many hours helping me 

deal with a crisis just last week. At that point, I’m 

likely to change my mind – or find someone else to 

take you if I’m still dealing with that crisis. But often 

we feel guilty for the wrong reasons, or for no 

reason at all. 

Dorothy and Marie have just ordered organic 

salads at their favorite restaurant. They’re sitting 

outside, enjoying the sun and the trees, chatting 

about schools for their children. It’s a beautiful day, and Dorothy is happy to be sharing it 

with her best friend. 

“Speaking of our children’s future …” begins Marie. “You know how involved I am with 

protecting the environment.” Marie is on the board of a local environmental group. Their 

tactics, although not violent, are too aggressive for Dorothy. 
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She nods, wondering where this is leading. 

“Well, the woman who was organizing this year’s sunset cruise has resigned at the last 

minute – her mother is ill. We need someone with your organizational skills to take over. The 

team members are all busy doing their part, but we need someone to make sure everything’s 

on track. Would you be willing to take over? It’s our most important event of the year.” 

Let me think about it. I’ll give you a call tomorrow. 

Dorothy doesn’t know what to do. She feels almost overwhelmed with guilt. How can she 

let her friend down? Marie is always there for her, always positive and supportive. How can 

she refuse something that’s so important to her? 

Dorothy feels obligated to do this for her good friend. She forgets that Marie doesn’t 

support her because she expects something specific in return. They’re friends, and that’s 

what friends do. Dorothy’s sense of obligation comes from her childhood; her mother often 

did things for others because she felt she had no choice. 

Dorothy calls Marie that evening and tactfully explains her dilemma. Marie is disappointed, 

but she understands. “I never meant to put you in an awkward position. If I’d known how you 

feel, I wouldn’t have asked.” Marie is truly a good friend. 
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How can you make things right 

when you’ve done nothing wrong? 

 

 

Tiffany’s friend is another story. Tiffany and Paula work for the same company; they go out 

to lunch every week or two, but they don’t socialize outside the office. Last week Paula 

mentioned that she’d applied for a particular project management position, saying that it 

would be great for her career. Tiffany had agreed. That position would be good for just about 

anyone’s career! 

When it was announced that Tiffany would be managing the project, everyone 

congratulated her … well, almost everyone. Paula was strangely silent. Tiffany put it out of 

her mind, focusing on the challenges ahead. 

The next morning she calls to invite Paula to lunch. Her icy tone makes it clear that she’s 

not interested. 
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Tiffany asks what’s wrong. 

“What’s wrong? Really?! You went behind my back and applied for that position! You knew 

how much I wanted it. And I thought we were friends!” 

Tiffany is stunned. 

“Now you want to go to lunch – as if nothing ever happened. You can go to hell!” 

Tiffany feels terrible. She had no idea that Paula would expect her not to apply for that 

job. She thought she’d be happy for her. Now what? Tiffany doesn’t know how to make things 

right. 

That’s a tough one. How can you make things right when you’ve done nothing wrong? 

Paula is jealous, and she’s trying to blame her feelings on Tiffany. And Tiffany’s buying into 

it, at least for the moment. But Paula never suggested that Tiffany shouldn’t apply for that 

position – not because it went understood, but because she’d be completely out of line. Paula 

is the one being unreasonable, not Tiffany. Tiffany is not responsible for Paula’s unrealistic 

expectations – or her jealous rage. And the sooner she understands that the better. 

If you’re feeling guilty or considering doing something out of guilt, take the time to 

consider your situation. Think about any sense of obligation you may feel. Is the debt even 
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real? If so, how will you know when it’s been paid? If you feel a genuine sense of 

responsibility, then decide what you must do and do it. If not, then consider what you’d be 

giving up in order to please someone. Would you be sacrificing something important – an 

opportunity, your time or your integrity? Is it worth it? 

If you’re still struggling, I suggest that you ask yourself these important questions: 

1. What would be wrong with saying no?  

2. Am I taking responsibility for someone else’s emotions or choices? 

3. Whose rules would I be breaking if I refused – mine or someone else’s? 

4. Are these rules right for this situation, or do I need to update them? 

If you’re used to making others happy, guilt can be almost unbearable. It’s important to 

challenge your thoughts and feelings before coming to a conclusion. I encourage you to 

consider these questions and allow the answers to guide you. 
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Blame: Our minds are programmed to point fingers 

when things go wrong, and we’re just as quick to 

defend when we’re under attack. Like so many 

other tactics, blame distracts us from what matters.  

Tiffany has been asked to recommend a new 

security company. She’s been meeting with 

salespeople all morning, and she skipped lunch to 

review the proposals. It’s nearly 1:30, and the next 

rep was supposed to arrive at 1:00. Tiffany is 

annoyed; she could have taken a lunch break if 

she’d known. 

When Tom finally arrives, he apologizes profusely: “I’m sorry I’m late. This meeting is 

important to me; I just couldn’t get one of my customers off the phone and I ended up in 

traffic. But don’t worry, I can take you through everything in 45 minutes.” 
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Tiffany would like to give him a piece of her mind – and spend the remaining half hour of 

their scheduled time having lunch. But Tom represents one of the better-known companies; 

she can’t afford not to include him. And her report is due tomorrow. 

Tiffany must meet with Tom, but she has the right to do it on her own terms. She takes a 

deep breath and pushes her resentment aside. 

Actually, I have another meeting at 2:00; we have half an hour. 

“Can’t you give me another 15 or 20 minutes? I’m really sorry I didn’t make it on time.” 

I have another meeting at 2:00; you can email me anything we don’t have time for. You’ll 

need to do that today, as my recommendations are due tomorrow. If I remember correctly, 

you mentioned three options. Let’s start with the most affordable one. 

It would be easy to get caught up in the fact that Tom disrespected Tiffany; he didn’t even 

let her know he’d be late. But arguing about that would just waste more time. Tiffany needs 

to know what Tom’s company has to offer, and playing the blame game won’t accomplish 

that. Ending the meeting at 2:00 respects her schedule and lets Tom know that he needs to 

be on time. Telling him to email her anything they don’t have time for puts the responsibility 

where it belongs. It’s up to Tom, not Tiffany, to make up for his mistake.  
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Flattery: Flattery works best when we don’t feel 

good about ourselves; it makes us feel better. 

“You’re the only one who can make this happen!” 

can make us feel proud of our abilities. “I can’t trust 

anyone else with this – it has to be you,” testifies to 

our value and uniqueness. We’re special. We’re 

important. People trust and rely on us. 

Baking is Rita’s favorite pastime. Everyone knows 

that if she bakes a cake, it will be both beautiful and 

delicious. Her cousin calls on Wednesday to invite 

her to her husband’s 30th birthday celebration on 

Saturday night – and to ask her to make one of her famous cakes. 

“I know this is short notice, Rita, but I thought we were going away for the weekend. Now 

Andrew says he wants to stay home and spend the time with family and friends. I want his 

birthday to be special, and no one makes a cake like you. I can still remember Aunt Sue’s 50th 

as if it were yesterday – that cake was divine!” 
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Saturday is Rita’s busy day; for her, the weekend doesn’t start until Saturday night. She’ll 

have to get up early on Saturday to bake the cake before running errands. Then she’ll need 

to get home two hours earlier than usual to do the decorating. 

Rita loves watching people enjoy her creations; it feels so good to make people happy. She 

can see herself at the party, taking in the compliments. She can also see herself rushing 

through Saturday, trying to get everything done. Her cousin senses her hesitation. “Please, 

Rita! Having your gorgeous cake as the centerpiece will make Andrew’s birthday something 

to remember. It just won’t be the same without you and your incredible cake!” 

Rita finds it difficult to say no to compliments, and her cousin knows that. Her words are 

carefully chosen to let Rita know that the entire family will see and appreciate her handiwork. 

Rita sees two options, and she doesn’t like either one. She can do as her cousin asks, 

knowing that she’ll pay a high price. Most of Saturday’s work will have to be done on Sunday, 

the one day she can call her own. Sunday is her “nothing day” – because she can do nothing 

all day if that’s what she wants. She doesn’t want to give that up. The alternative is to tell her 

cousin that she simply doesn’t have the time, and give her the name of the best bakery in 
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town. This will be difficult, as Rita loves appreciation and approval, but it will protect her 

“nothing day” from intrusions. 

Rita is uncomfortable with the second option because she lacks confidence in herself. 

Spending hours making the perfect cake brings her compliments and appreciation, which 

make her feel better for a while. If Rita wants to feel comfortable doing what’s best for her, 

she’ll need to become less dependent on others for her good feelings. When she feels good 

about herself, no one will be able to manipulate her into sacrificing something she values in 

exchange for flattery. Her decisions will be her own. 
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Just this once: Sometimes people who want favors 

will acknowledge that they’re asking too much of 

you, but beg you to do it for them anyway. Usually 

this plea is accompanied by explanations of how 

important something is and how only you can do it. 

This tactic often succeeds because we feel sorry for 

these people, and we’d feel guilty leaving them to 

suffer. And, of course, it’s great to feel needed. 

Tiffany has been ignoring messages from Amy all 

day; she only calls when she wants something. Amy 

calls again while Tiffany is making dinner. She 

decides to answer this time, as the calls will continue until she does. 

After some brief small talk, Amy comes out with it. 

“You know my car is in the shop. I hate to ask … I know you don’t let anyone else drive 

your car ... but that interview I told you about is tomorrow. Please won’t you let me borrow 

your car, just for a few hours? I’m desperate. I promise I’ll take really good care of it.” 
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Just like yours? You said yourself that the accident was your fault. And this isn’t your first. 

“I know. But I’ve learned my lesson. Besides, I would never let anything happen to your 

car. Please! It’s taken me months to find a job like this. I really need your help.” 

Amy sounds so sincere … and so apologetic. She clearly understands what this means to 

Tiffany. And she hates to ask, but she needs her. Desperately. How can Tiffany refuse? 

Before responding, Tiffany needs to consider an important truth: 

 

Acknowledging the inappropriateness of 

a request doesn’t make it appropriate –  

just acknowledged. 

 

 

Think about this. If your spouse acknowledges having an affair, does that make everything 

OK? Not unless you’re in an open marriage! So why would, “I hate to ask … I know how you 
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feel about this, but …” change your mind about what you’re being asked to do? Don’t let 

apologies and statements of desperation cloud your judgment. Good decisions are based on 

your values, the nature of the other person and the nature of the relationship. If you don’t 

feel comfortable with something, take the time to think it through. Someone who “hates to 

ask” should certainly understand if you say no. 

Another aspect of “just this once” is that often it’s only the beginning. Once you agree to 

help, you’re likely to be hit with regular requests. (“You’re such a lifesaver! Can I trouble you 

for just one more thing?”) Consider this up front, make the limitations of your assistance 

clear and be prepared to stick to your boundaries. Of course, “just this once” is sometimes 

the truth. Unlike Amy, some people really do hate to trouble you. With them, you can simply 

consider the request on its own merits and decide what’s right for you. 

If you find it difficult to decide, you might ask a good friend – someone who’s comfortable 

setting reasonable boundaries. And if you struggle to say no, even when it’s the right thing 

to do, consider getting some professional assistance. If you can’t set good boundaries, you’ll 

be at the mercy of anyone who knows how to get to you. Whose life do you want to live? 
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“I only did it for you” / “I didn’t know”: These 

responses divert your attention from the action to 

the intention behind it. The unspoken assumption is 

that if someone was trying to help you, or wasn’t 

aware of your boundary, then there’s no problem. 

This isn’t entirely true. 

If someone is unaware of a boundary that 

matters to you, then the problem is fairly small. You 

can solve it by explaining the boundary and, if you 

feel like sharing, what makes it so important to you. 

If you’re being reasonable, people who respect you 

will usually change their behavior to accommodate you. If you suspect that the boundary was 

clearly understood, you may want to strengthen it by sharing the consequences of future 

transgressions – or simply taking the appropriate action. 

Rita’s friend Valerie knows her well; her gifts are usually perfect for her. She’s an intense 

internet shopper, always looking for deals. Sometimes she buys sale items that she knows 
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Rita will like; so far Rita has paid her for them. Rita has asked her several times to check with 

her first – or, better yet, send her the links so that she can buy them herself. Each time Valerie 

has apologized and promised to change. Yesterday she bought Rita a pair of shoes that, 

although beautiful, she doesn’t need. Rita doesn’t want to spend money on shoes right now; 

she has other priorities.  

Rita has stated her boundary clearly. Valerie has acknowledged it with her words but 

ignored it with her actions. If Rita wants control of her own finances, she needs to make her 

boundary stick: 

Thanks for thinking of me, Valerie, but I’m not spending money on shoes right now. Please 

return them and get your money back. 

 “I only did it for you” is often a nice way of saying, “I ignored your boundary, but that 

doesn’t matter. I know better than you.” It doesn’t sound so nice now, does it? If this isn’t 

the first time you’ve heard this from someone, you may need to deal with this subtle form of 

disrespect directly. 
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“I won’t take no for an answer”: I addressed this 

issue in No Guilt, No Games, No Drama. The point I 

made there is worth repeating: An answer is not 

taken; it is given. And it is entirely up to you what 

answer you give. 

What I mean by this is that when you make a 

decision, others may accept it or not. That’s up to 

them. But their acceptance is not required. 

You may be tempted to compromise, to give 

others part of what they want in order to end the 

conversation (and your unpleasant feelings). Be 

careful with this. An unwarranted compromise often pushes you down that slippery slope. 

Standing up for yourself is even more difficult after that. 

Dorothy’s parents are wealthy, and they often make plans that include Dorothy and her 

family. This time they want to take all of them on a “family vacation,” spending a week at an 

exclusive golf resort. There are two problems with this plan. The resort doesn’t cater to 

https://amzn.to/2x1oWhh
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families very well, so the kids are likely to get bored. More importantly, Dorothy’s parents 

aren’t the easiest people to spend time with. They ask personal questions, gossip and tend 

to focus on the negative. Neither Dorothy nor Brian wants to expose their children – or 

themselves, for that matter – to a week of this. 

“We’ve found a beautiful resort,” her father beams. “It’s all-inclusive, so we don’t even 

have to think about food. Brian and I can play golf, and you and your mother can go 

sightseeing. And we can spend the rest of the time with the kids. I’m booking it tonight, and 

I won’t hear another word about it.” 

Dorothy’s father wants to spend time with his grandchildren – on his terms. He’s chosen a 

golf resort in a place that interests his wife. He’s given no thought to how Dorothy, Brian or 

the children might like to spend their holiday. 

Dorothy and Brian have other plans for their vacation time. They’re staying home, planning 

lots of activities for the kids and dinners out so that Dorothy doesn’t have to cook. It’s not as 

glamorous as a resort, but they’ll enjoy it more. 

Dorothy needs to tell her father that they won’t be joining them. If she wants to include 

her parents, she can invite them to specific activities (and accept a dinner invitation if it’s 
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offered). That way she and her husband will be in control of the time that they spend with 

her parents. 

When someone won’t take no for an answer, you’ll need a strong response. You might try 

one of these lines: 

We’ve already made our plans. We’d love for you to join us and spend some time with the 

kids. I’ll call you the week before to make sure you’re available. 

I understand this isn’t what you want; I wish things were different. I’ll see you later. 

I understand you’re unhappy about our decision, but we’ve made up our minds. Give my 

love to Mom. 

Can you hear the finality in these statements? They are not questions or suggestions, but 

statements. They acknowledge the others’ feelings and reiterate the decision. Spoken in a 

matter-of-fact tone, any one of these statements makes it clear that you’re not wavering; 

further debate is pointless. 
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Your decision is yours, and so is your time. 

 

Some people will continue badgering you, ignoring the obvious finality of your decision. 

Don’t let anyone wear you out. Reiterate your boundary (and, if appropriate, the 

consequences of ignoring it) and state your refusal to discuss it any further. Then walk away. 

Don’t involve yourself in endless debate just because someone wants you to change your 

mind. Your decision is yours, and so is your time. 
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Why not? Another tactic is to demand an explanation for 

your boundary: 

“I hope you have a good reason for disappointing me 

like this.” 

“What’s more important than your family?” 

 “Why can’t you change your plans?” 

When Dorothy told her father that they’d already made 

plans, he demanded to know why she couldn’t change 

them. After all, he was offering them a week in an exclusive resort. Dorothy’s response was 

simple and direct: 

I’m sorry to disappoint you, Dad, but Brian and I have already made our plans. We’re going 

to be at home, and we’re taking the kids places with their friends. They’re already looking 

forward to it, and so are we. 

Notice that Dorothy hasn’t tried to justify her decision. When asked why they can’t change 

their plans, she’s simply stated that this is how they intend to spend their vacation. No further 

information is required. 
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Sometimes your reasons are private or not appropriate to share (such as, “Brian and I don’t 

want to spend a whole week with you!”). You don’t need to explain yourself to anyone, unless 

that person has authority over you. If you’re looking for a polite but effective response, 

consider one of these: 

I’ve made commitments that I need to keep. 

I’ve considered it carefully, and I’m comfortable with my reasons. 

I’m sorry you feel that way, but we aren’t changing our plans. 

I’m sorry to disappoint you, but I have to look after myself as well. 

I appreciate your position, but I’m not talking about it any more. My decision is final. 

If the other person is persistent, you may need to walk away.  

These responses are all firm, and they all keep the details private. If none of these fits your 

situation, come up with your own – and stick to it. Don’t share information just because 

someone demands it. Learn to respond by restating your boundary and walking away if 

needed. Explain yourself because that’s right for you, or don’t do it at all. 
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As you can see, there are many ways to get distracted from properly setting your boundary. 

Focus is the key to protecting what really matters to you. Concentrate on what matters and 

let go of what doesn’t – even when it hurts. 

If focus is the key to protecting your boundaries, then what is the key to focus? What will 

allow you to keep your attention on your boundary while others are working hard to distract 

you with their clever ego games? 

Mental and emotional balance is essential. If you get too upset by insults, they can be used 

to throw you off. If you need to prove yourself right, it will be easy to shift the conversation 

to a pointless argument about who’s right and who’s wrong. If it’s important to you to see 

everyone as meaning well or doing the best they can, empty excuses and attempts to gain 

your sympathy may succeed. And your boundary will be crossed again. 

If this is happening too often, it’s time to face reality. If people can use insults or blame to 

distract you, you’re too invested in their opinions of you. If excuses and attempts at sympathy 

are too effective, then you’re not willing to see others as they are. (Some people are 

unreliable – and doing the best they can. But they’re still unreliable.) If fear of conflict leaves 

you tongue-tied, then you need to get past that fear.  
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You may need help with these issues. That’s OK. We’re not meant to solve all of our 

problems alone. Read books, take courses, find a therapist, enlist the support of your friends 

– in other words, do whatever you need to do. But do something. When you let these issues 

run your life, you miss out on so much. Life becomes fulfilling only when you make conscious 

choices about how to live it. 

Please remember that the suggestions here are for dealing with people who won’t listen. 

Many of the strategies are designed to make your boundary – and the consequences of 

ignoring it – firm and clear. They are ideal for people who don’t have your best interests at 

heart. In relationships based on mutual respect and trust, these approaches are seldom 

necessary (or appropriate). With the people who care about you, it’s usually best to 

understand what’s really happening and work out a solution together. 

If you find yourself faced with unreasonable behavior or demands, my wish for you is a 

simple one: Remember that you don’t need to prove yourself right; you have rights. And 

when you need to protect those rights, keep your eyes on the prize. Stay focused and firm. 

Because when you do that, no one will be able to manipulate you. Your life will be in your 

own hands, where it belongs.  
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No Guilt. No Games. No Drama: 
The 7 Keys to Smarter Boundaries 

 

If you’re not sure when to set a boundary and when to go along, 
this book will get you on the right track.  

7 Easy Ways to Say NO to Almost Anyone: 
Stand Up for Yourself Without Looking (or Feeling) 

Unreasonable, Uncaring or Unkind 
 

Cat got your tongue? No problem! This book will show you how 
to say no to all kinds of people. With plenty of options for all kinds 
of situations, you’re sure to find something that works for you. 
 

What About Me? 
The Insider’s Guide to Better Boundaries 

   

If you struggle with boundaries and you’d like to understand 
yourself better, this is your book. It’s about the limiting beliefs, 
behaviors and emotional patterns that hold you back. 

https://amzn.to/2vHqayb
https://amzn.to/2vHqayb
https://amzn.to/2nzrsqs
https://amzn.to/2nzrsqs
https://amzn.to/2nzrsqs
https://amzn.to/2MJLOZ4
https://amzn.to/2MJLOZ4
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If you’d like to learn even more about boundaries – like how to 
recognize manipulation or how to use boundaries to improve 
your relationships – then head over to Steph’s website. There are 
blog posts, quick tips and free downloads waiting for you.  
 
If you’d like something a bit more personal, you’re invited to join 
Steph’s private Facebook group Boundaries and Bridges. Ask 
questions, share your challenges and insight, get support when 
you need it … it’s good to know you’re not alone! 
 
And if you need help with something specific, why not schedule a 
free 20-minute session with Steph? You can get some ideas on 
how to deal with a tricky situation or find out how Steph can help 
you deal with the stress of setting boundaries. You can claim your 
free session from her website or Facebook group. 

 

https://www.stephsterner.com/
http://www.facebook.com/groups/boundariesandbridges/
https://stephsterner.com/sessions/
http://www.facebook.com/groups/boundariesandbridges/

